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Background
Unmanned aerial media and data capture systems, more commonly referred to as “drones” or “unmanned 
aircraft systems”, have existed for military purposes since Austrian forces sent unmanned balloons filled with 
bombs to attack the city of Venice in 1849 [1]. Since then, the applications and use-cases, both military and 
commercial, have grown leaps and bounds [2]. But within the past 10 years, advances in gimbal stabilization, 
camera miniaturization, hardware redundancies and most importantly, a favorable regulatory climate, has led to 
the massive influx of drones being used for recreational, commercial, civil, industrial, military and illegal 
purposes.purposes. Guillaume Thibault, a partner at management consultancy Oliver Wyman, pointed out that in 2015 
there were about 320,000 planes in active use around the world, while customers bought 4.5 million drones [3]. 

In most countries that have developed rules and regulations governing their airspace, keeping track of drones 
has been an uphill battle; flanked on both sides by conflicting viewpoints concerning the existing (status quo) 
rules governing commercial aircraft on one side and the recognition that incorporating drones into the national 
airspace can bring much more considerable good and economic benefit than harm [4].

In the United States, the implementation of 14 CFR Part 107, Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems [5], created 
favorable commercial rules relating to all sub-55lbs. small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS). These regulations 
have been in effect since August 29, 2016. In just over 2 years, over 100,000 individuals have become Certified 
Remote Pilots [6]. The rapid influx of inexperienced commercial drone pilots has had far-reaching economic 
effects within the industry, resulting in what many label as a “race-to-the-bottom” in pricing for remote pilot 
services [7]. 

NoNow, the opportunity to mold a new ecosystem for aerial data compliance verification, certification and 
transaction using blockchain technology can help establish and maintain trust amongst all parties involved in the 
gathering (i.e. the Certified Remote Pilots), processing (i.e. SaaS aerial data processing companies), brokerage 
(i.e. stock aerial media agencies) and end-use (i.e. media agencies, real estate brokers, construction work and  
other industry-specific clients and governmental entities) use-cases associated with each individual piece of 
drone-derived data. 

CCurrently, there is no method for establishing a chain of culpability for proximate cause by using or gaining 
benefit or business advantage from a piece of drone-derived data that was captured during a non-compliant 
flight or by an uncertified remote pilot. Companies and organizations have yet to be held liable for being oblivious 
to how their end-use drone data was captured, until the matter inevitably arises in court for their own 
organization. By that time, the Airzus Aerial Data Compliance Blockchain will have, what we aim will be, the 
world’s largest database of compliant aerial media and data for licensing and ownership transfer. We hope to 
help all help all companies avoid the pitfall of assuming they don’t need to know if their drone data was derived illicitly. 
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“When you fly a drone in the United States, it is your 
responsibility to understand and abide by the rules.”
                                  ~ FAA UAS Website

www.faa.gov/uas
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Industries incorporating drone-based aerial data capture have experienced explosive 
growth [8-11]. However, as recent news attests, drone regulations are complex, 
frequently misunderstood and appear to always be getting more restrictive.  Media 
producers, real estate brokers, construction companies, farming operations and 
other aerial data aggregators have no way to presently verify that the data and 
media they are buying or licensing was produced lawfully and that the seller is a 
proper rightsholder without on-site verification, witnesses and sworn affidavits.  

The aerial phThe aerial photography licensing and custom capture industry is but one example.

Airzus will pAirzus will provide commercial drone pilots and other content creators a global 
marketplace solution where they can differentiate their content with immutable 
verification of regulatory compliance and with the law, generally.  Content consumers 
can freely pick content they want to shop for based on the types and extent of the 
compliance they desire.  Doing so with classic technologies would normally involve a 
central clearinghouse, on-site verification, legal counsel and extended friction due to 
the time and intricacies involved in a typical transaction.

Airzus will difAirzus will differentiate its business offering via two groundbreaking innovations:

First, a proprietary and automated, federal regulatory compliance engine that 
uniquely identifies & catalogues aerial data and media as Flight Compliant™. 

SeSecond, a private, decentralized blockchain which distributes group endorsement 
(compliance verification) and group consensus (order workflow) among aerial data & 
media owners and sellers (i.e licensors).  Scalability, dynamic configuration and 
unique permissions will be implemented using Hyperledger Fabric[12] blockchain 
architecture, in concert with database partners acting as Peer Nodes.

In-network contributors are expected to always comply with federal rules and 
regulations. As Certified Remote Pilots, each contributor is already expected to 
understand and abide by current federal rules & regulations. Additionally, taking 
extra precaution to ensure proper authorizations & waivers are disclosed is expected. 
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Remote Pilot or Photographer uploads Aerial Data 
Aerial Data compliance verified or denied based on Airzus Flight CompliantTM Engine logici
If denied, Remote Pilot to provide waivers to verify compliance
Aerial Data productized, transcoded and stored on Origination Peer Node database
Buyer licenses & submits payment to Originating Peer Node via web interface or partner API
Originating Originating Peer Node initiates Aerial Data Purchase Smart Contract (ADPSC) & Digital Asset 
Licensing Smart Contract (DALSC)ii
Initiation of state-based endorsement through channel of Peer Nodes
Node consensus reached and transaction record stored within channel ledgers
Aerial Data asset download generated for Buyer
Buyer downloads and uses Aerial Data asset in accordance with underling DALSM termsiii
Peer Node membership and user permissions is managed via Blockchain Network Console

ii State, local & international compliance will be addressed in future releases
ii Each Peer Node will likely have different Aerial Licensing Agreement terms
iii Future Development: Use-DataTM validation embedded into actual Aerial Data file
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Aerial data compliance verification is provided by a proprietary business method that labels 
individual data and media files as Flight Compliant™ if a number of pre-determined variables are 
met. Federal regulation waivers, authorizations and exemptions can be applied as a layer on top of 
the chaincode, which provides answers to queries within a smart contract.  Groups of Peer Nodes 
will be responsible for different verification tasks by querying Flight Compliant™ APIs, including 
but not limited to:

        Verification of geofencing and airspace compliance at time-of-capture (including TFRs)

                Verification of regulatory compliance (e.g. weather conditions at time-of-capture)
 
        Verification of proper waivers and/or authorizations for data capture flight
 
        Verification of content ownership

        Verification of licensing at time-of-capture
 
The Airzus aThe Airzus architecture allows for on-the-fly updates and provisioning to peers of updates of new 
features and changing regulations. Certain verifications by the Flight Compliant™ Engine will be 
performed locally on the peer, while at other times may involve an API call to an outside “oracle” 
such as FAA.gov resources.

Although blockchain based solutions to file storage do exist, we’ve determined that both the costs 
and access speed for the scale of our data requirements would be prohibitive. Individual aerial 
data files can range in size from a few megabytes to many gigabytes, depending on the storage 
container and contents. 

SinSince a file’s off-chain storage location can be accessed by directly reading the on-chain data, we 
require a security access layer which prevents the leaking of content that has not been purchased. 
This bridges the gap between the off-chain file storage on the blockchain and establishes access 
control measures to prevent fraud. Every individual data or media file within the ecosystem (i.e. all 
Peer Nodes) has a unique Asset Data ID with a prefix to identify the Origination Peer Node.

TTo achieve this security measure, a serverless function generates a security challenge prior to 
completing a purchase transaction. After the transaction has been verified on the blockchain, an 
event is emitted which validates the digital asset against the security challenge. This verification 
of (private) security challenge against (public) purchaser and transaction is what gives the user 
ulimate access to the file (in the form of a download) residing on any suitable cloud storage 
provider or Peer Node server. 

*Implementing purchaser & transaction privacy within a channel is being developed in Hyperledger Fabric 1.3[13]

Flight CompliantTM Aerial Data

Off-Chain File Storage
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The units of data stored by the HyperLedger Fabric blockchain are contained in smart contracts, 
the type of which depends on the derived metadata and transaction. For example, for drone-based 
aerial media, two types of smart contracts are provided and their associated metadata records are 
stored on-chain:

Note that while smart contracts are immutable, HyperLedger Fabric allows us to issue and add 
updated and wholly new smart contracts for new transactions (e.g. aerial data and/or media 
captured via standard DSLR during a helicopter flight).

On-Chain Data

Key Advantages of Hyperledger Fabric

      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIE      - PROPRIETARY INFO*
      - PROPRIETARY INFO*

*Information is proprietary. NDA required for 
disclosure prior to patent submission.
**Every individual data or media file within the 
ecosystem (i.e. all Peer Nodes) has a unique 
Asset Data ID with Licensor Name prefix
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